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Lakshya (English: Aim) is a 2004 Indian war-drama, directed by Farhan Akhtar and produced by Ritesh Sidhwani, starring
Hrithik Roshan, Preity Zinta and.. I decided to create this post, "Best Lakshya Movie Dialogues, Quotes and Scenes" out of . By
the way, Lakshya means Aim or Goal or Objective in English.. Lakshya (2004) on IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more. .
When he watches an action movie, he decides to enlist in the army with a friend, but basic.. Buy Lakshya (English Subtitled):
Read 15 Movies & TV Reviews - Amazon.com.. 21 May 2018 - 145 min - Uploaded by BollywoodMediaWelcome to
Bollywood Media , your one stop destination for everything and anything around .. Hearsay, this movie was a complete copy of
an English movie, but whatever it be, the movie was awesome. Hrithik's expert performance without any fuss.. Was the Hindi
Bollywood movie in 2004 'Lakshya' inspired in a real life event? 20,093 Views . Hollywood's most inspirational movies.
Shawshank Redemption.. 20 Jul 2009 - 2 min - Uploaded by Excel MoviesWhat a beautiful movie is LAKSHYA it was ahead
of its time. . And all the songs of this movie .. Lakshya (2004) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs, and more. . to Indian cinema in
general, although it could even compare favorably with various Hollywood hits.. 18 Jun 2016 . As the film completes 12 years,
we give you a lowdown on the lesser-known facts about the film. . reach us on app store. News18 English . Hrithik Roshan
wasn't the first choice of director Farhan Akhtar for Lakshya. The role. 90a7e1826b
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